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the impact of the Current Expected Credit Loss (CECL)
framework for the provisioning of credit losses on
financial institutions

Figure 1: Net Charge-off Rates, Provisions as a Percent of Total Assets and the ALLL – All Insured Depository
Institutions in the U.S. (Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Statistics on Depository Institutions Report
– Schedule FR Y-9C)

by Michael Jacobs, Jr.1
In the United States, the Financial Accounting
Standards Board (“FASB”) issues the set
of standards known as Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (“U.S. GAAP”), a common
set of guidelines for the accounting and reporting
of financial results. In this paper we focus on the
guidance governing the Allowance for Loan and
Lease Losses (“ALLL”), the financial reserves
that firms set aside for possible credit loss on
financial instruments. The recent revision to
these standards, the current expected credit loss
(“CECL”; FASB, 2016) standard, is expected to
substantially alter the management, measurement
and reporting loan loss provisions. The prevailing

ALLL loss standard for U.S. has used been the
principle of incurred loss, wherein credit losses
are recognized only when it is likely that a loss
has materialized. This is a calculation as of the
financial reporting date and future events are not
to be considered, which impairs the capability of
managing reserves prior to a period of economic
downturn. The result of this deferral implies that
provisions are likely to be volatile and subject to
the phenomenon of procyclicality, which means
that provisions rise and regulatory capital ratios
decrease exactly in the periods where we would
prefer the opposite.

In Figure 1 we illustrate the procyclicality of credit loss reserves under the incurred loss standard. We
plot net charge-off rates (“NCORs”), the provisions for loan and lease losses (“PLLL”) and the ALLL for
all insured depository institutions in the U.S., sourced from the FDIC Call Reports for the period 4Q01
to 4Q17. NCORs began to their ascent at the start of the Great Recession in 2007, while PLLLs exhibit
a nearly coinciding rise, while the ALLL continues to rise well af-ter the economic downturn and peaks
in 2010, nearly a year into the economic recovery. This coincided with a deterioration in bank capital
ratios, which added to the stress on bank earnings, impairing the ability of institutions to provide sorely
needed loans and contributing to the slug-gishness of the recovery in the early part of the decade.

In the remainder of this article we discuss of some of the practical challenges facing institutions in implementing
CECL frameworks.
In Figure 2 we depict the regulatory timeline for the evolution of the CECL standard. In the midst of the financial
crisis during 2008, when the problem of countercyclicality of loan loss provision came to the fore, the FASB
and the IASB established the Financial Crisis Advisory Group to advise on improvements in financial reporting.
This was followed in early 2011 with the communication by the accounting bodies of a common solution
for impairment reporting. In late 2012, the FASB issued a proposed change to the accounting standards
governing credit loss provisioning (FASB, 2012), which was finalized after a period of public comment in
mid-2016 (FASB, 2016); meanwhile the IASB issued its final IRFS9 accounting standard in mid-2014 (IASB,
2014). The IRFS9 standard was effective as of January, 2018, while CECL is effective in the U.S. for SEC
registrants in January, 2020 and then for non-SEC registrants in January, 2021; however, for banks that are
not considered Public Business Entities (PBEs), the effective date will be at December 31, 2021.

1 / Corresponding author: Michael Jacobs, Jr., Ph.D., CFA, Lead Quantitative Analytics & Modeling Expert, PNC Financial Services Group – APM Model
Development, 340 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y., 100022, 917-324-2098, michael.jacobsjr@pnc.com. All views expressed herein are those of the author and
do not necessarily represent an official position of PNC Financial Services Group.
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Figure 2: The Accounting Supervisory Timeline for CECL and IRFS9 Implementation

Figure 4: Key Business Impacts of the CECL Accounting Standard

Figure 3: The CECL Accounting Standard – Regulatory Overview
In Figure 3 we depict some high-level overview of the regulatory standards and expectations in CECL.
The first major element, which has no analogue in the legacy ALLL framework, is that there has to be a
clear segmentation of financial assets, into groupings that align with portfolio management and which
also represent groupings in which there is homogeneity in credit risk. This practice is part of traditional
credit risk modeling, as has been the practice in Basel and CCAR applications, but which represents
a fundamental paradigm shift in provisioning processes. Second, there are changes to the framework
for measuring impairment and credit losses on financial instruments, which has several elements. One
key aspect is to enhance the data requirements for items such as troubled debt restructurings (“TDRs”)
on distressed assets, and lifetime loss modeling for performing assets. This will a definition of model
granularity based on existing model inventories (i.e., for Basel and CCAR), data availability and a target level
of accuracy. Moreover, this process will involve the adoption of new modeling frameworks for provision
modeling. Finally, institutions will face a multitude of challenges around implementation and disclosures.
This involves enhanced Implementation platform for model and reporting (e.g., dashboards), as well as
revised accounting policies for loans and receivables, foreclosed and repossessed assets and fair value
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Figure 5: Best Industry Practices in Implementing the CECL Accounting Standard

Figure 7: Modeling Considerations and Challenges in Implementing the CECL Accounting Standard

Figure 6: Data Considerations and Challenges in Implementing the CECL Accounting Standard

Figure 8: Implementation Considerations and Challenges in the CECL Accounting Standard
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Figure 9: Roadmap Forward for an Efficient Implementation of the CECL Accounting Standard
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In Figure 5 we depict these best industry practices. The new CECL standard is expected to have a significant
business impact on the accounting organizations of financial institutions by increasing the allowance, as well
as operational and technological impacts due to the augmented complexity of compliance and reporting
processes, as summarized in Figure 4. Institutions will need to develop an acumen of best practice activities:
project experience in supporting CECL programs and investing in assets and tools that enable the institution
to accelerate the model development, implementation and reporting work required in CECL initiatives. As
shown in Figure 6. The CECL effort requires an additional reconciliation of regulatory modeling data with
business (General Ledger) and other sources to ensure the consistency and transparency of the results.
CECL guidance provides a high-level expectation for modeling the “life of loan” which needs to be accurately
interpreted and captured in the model development process, which we enumerate in Figure 7. An efficient and
automated system is the key for a successful CECL rollout across the bank, creating distinct implementation
considerations and challenges, which we show in Figure 8. In summary, as shown in Figure 9, we highlight
that an efficient and automated system is the key for a successful CECL rollout across the bank, creating
distinct implementation considerations and challenges.
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